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History & Tanaka san

Named after one of the greatest ancient Samurai warriors, CEEPHO, 
Nobuyuki (Joe) Tanaka started CEEPO in Aichi, Japan in 2003.

Joe Tanaka started racing in the sport of Triathlon in 1990. Being unsatisfied 
with the common road bikes used in his first 2 years of racing, Joe decided to 
custom build his very first Triathlon racing machine. With the help of some 
Japanese Triathlon specialty stores, the first aluminum model was completed in 
1993. When Tanaka put this new racing machine to the test at a long distance 
Triathlon he was rewarded with 90 minutes improvement over bikes he had ridden 
in the past.

By 2000 carbon fiber bike technology had become more popular and affordable in the bicycle 
industry. Tanaka realized the need to convert to produce carbon fiber bikes.  However, despite 
the advantage of light-weight and comfort, most manufacturers were still designing carbon 
bikes using road bike geometry. Not many focused on Triathlon specific geometry. In the continu-
ous search of the best Triathlon specific carbon fiber bicycles, CEEPO concept started form-
ing its unique shape.

Tanaka started his quest for the ultimate machine by visiting various carbon frame producers. In 
2002, he joined forces with a notable manufacturer from Taiwan and started with small quantity 
productions. Thus, CEEPO began its journey into a Triathlon specific bicycle brand.

First Ceepo Concept - 2003First Ceepo Concept - 2003

Mr. Nobuyuki (Joe) Tanaka Mr. Nobuyuki (Joe) Tanaka 
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Wind tunnel test
CEEPO is a triathlon brand; so aerodynamic efficiency is our primary goal when we design 
a new frame.

CFD (computational fluid dynamics), wind tunnel with and without athletes plus real life outside 
testing are the tools we use to make sure that the designs meet our goals.
For the new Viper and Katana framesets, the CEEPO R/D team has spend many hours in wind tun-
nels facilities to test prototypes and production samples. 

Our frames have been tested in 2 wind tunnel locations; early prototype tests have been per-
formed in Japan at Toyohashi Technologies National University under Dr. Seki supervision.
We also have been performing a series of tests at A2 Wind Tunnel of North Carolina.
All this allowed us to refine shapes and make sure that all small details in the design is aligned 
toward achieving our main goal which is to provide faster frames to our athletes.
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Our goal for 2017 was to improve the Viper in a sensible way 
for our athletes to attain a measurable advantage from previous 
models. We also wanted to continue moving forward with the 
simplicity of assembly and maintenance for easy of use with our 
traveling athletes in mind.  In collaboration with Profile Design 
we developed an integrated front hydration system along with 
the integrated stem / bento box combination.  The results of this 
new collaboration has achieved an impressive 15% improvement 
in wind tunnel testing compared to the same Viper with a 
conventional race day setup! 
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Revised Front End with Hydration 
Our new integrated aero bottle that attaches directly to the new Profile Design stem/bento box. We have been able to stay with a traditional 
assembly and we have avoided crazy cable routing and brake covers.  The 2017 Viper-r is easy to travel with and reassemble to ride.  Our 
new revised front end is fast, simple and adaptable, providing ample adjustment range with Profile Design’s new handlebars as well as 
remaining a standard size allowing most handlebars to work.
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- Non-UCI Legal Design: CEEPO is 100% Triathlon Oriented 

- Truncated Aero Foil Tubes: Stiffer, lighter aero tubes

- Lowered BB:
  For improved high speed stability and better overall
 aerodynamics

- Tool Box:
 Completely redesigned tool box utilizing superior materi-
als, and including a simple and solid attachment bracket. 

- Integrated Stem: 70mm / 100mm

- ATTK Storage: 
 Size: 210mm x 40mm x 57mm (245cm3)

- Brake: 
 Direct-Mount front and rear for superior braking 
power along easy maintenance

By hiding the rear calliper behind a lowered 
down tube section; we can achieve both speed 
and simplicity of adjustment as well as easy 
maintenance making the life of the travelling 
athlete more enjoyable 
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FRONT END comparison chart
Model       2016 viper      2017 viper
Fork(M)            670g           390g
Stem(70L)        400g           405g
Total weight     1070g           795 g

- Reversible Seat Post:
  For a wide range of saddle adjustability

- Internal Di2 Battery Adaptor:
  Accessible battery location in lower section of  
  downtube

- CO2 Cartridge Holder
  
  Head Set: 1-1/8” – 1-1/4”
  BB Type: BB EVO386
  Frame: 100% 40T high-modulus carbon frame 
  1,250g (M size)

SIZE ST TT HT STACK REACH HA SA RC FC WB BB DROP
S 450 500 80 485 405 71 79 400 596 985 75
M 490 520 107 510 420 71 78.5 400 620 1008 75
L 520 540 137 540 435 71.5 78.5 400 640 1029 75

XL 540 560 166 570 445 72 78 400 655 1044 75
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SIZE ST TT HT STACK REACH HA SA RC
S 420 500 85 486 401 71.5 78.5 390 698
M 460 520 100 504 413 72.5 78 390 736
L 490 540 125 527 423 72.5 77.5 390 765

XL 510 560 155 556 432 72.5 77 390 786

Shimano 105

Shimano 105

Shimano 105

Mavic CXP Elite 

Pro�le Design Aeria T2 Alloy

Pro�le Design ARIS

- Direct Mount Calipers: 
  Simple light and easy to adjust ,direct mount calipers are    
  available from Shimano / Tektro / FSA and more

- Reversible Seat Post:
  Allowing a great range of saddle positions

- Bento Box Bosses: 
 The bosses that allows direct mount bento boxes on 
top tube

- CO2 Cartridge Holder as an option

 - Available in completed bike

Head Set: 1-1/8” – 1-1/8”
BB Type: PF 30
Frame Weight Size M: 1350g 
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STAND OVER HEIGHT

2017 CEEPO Venom is the perfect racing solution for the budget conscious athlete 
Stiff and Stable: Lowered downtube hidden behind fork crown, large chain stays, and simple tube shapes. We designed the VENOM to make 
it one of the most stable, stiff and efficient long distance triathlon frames on the market. Hilly courses, flat courses, the VENOM will 
help you conquer any challenge.
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- Aero Tubes:
 Truncated airfoil shape tubes for great aerodynamics while keeping 
stiffness and weight values of a non-aero frame

- Wide range seat post :
Our new seat post provide a large range of adjustment and also 
the versatility of the Ritchey one bolt clamp that is widely 
available for carbon rail saddles 

- Disc brakes:
 Thru axle with 12mm axles  and Flat mount, The STINGER-r 
will be compatible with the very latest components 
available from both Shimano and SRAM 

- Electric shifting ready

- Bento Box Bosses:
 Bento box can be mounted directly on the top tube 
just like on our triathlon framesets 

Head set: 1-1/8” – 1-1/4”
Brake Front / Rear brake: Flat mount Disc
Thru axles – 142/12 rear - 100 / 12 front 
Frame High-modulus carbon 950g (M size)
Fork Full carbon fork 410g
BB Type: PF86 (Shimano standard) 
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The 2017 Stinger-R and Stinger will be the 1st ever CEEPO UCI legal frame.
 
The 2017 Stinger-R is our new top of the line road frame! Light / stiff and aero, our new Stinger-R is quite simply a 
frame that can challenge the very best road frames on the market.
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SIZE ST TT HT STACK REACH HA SA RC STAND OVER HEIGHT
XS 430 500 85 488 378 71.5 76 405 708
S 460 520 100 502 385 71.5 75 405 738
M 490 535 125 528 388 72 74.5 405 767
L 520 555 150 552 391 72 73.5 405 795

XL 550 570 180 583 392 72.5 73 405 826
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- Aero Tubes:
 Truncated airfoil shape tubes for great aerodynamics while keeping 
stiffness and weight values of a non-aero frame

- Direct mount / flat-mount brakes:
 The Stinger frameset can be assembled with direct mount rim 
brakes or using flat mount disc brakes 

- Electric shifting ready

- Bento box bosses:
 The bosses that allows direct mount bento boxes on
top tube

Head set: 1-1/8” – 1-1/4”
Brake Front / Rear brake: Direct mount(rim brakes) 
/ flat mount (disc)
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The Stinger is in a class of its own; as it is a top-level aero road frameset at normal road race frame price point
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L 520 555 150 552 391 72 73.5 405 795

XL 550 570 180 583 392 72.5 73 405 826
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- Aero Tubes: 
Truncated airfoil shape tubes fo r great aerodynamics while 
keeping stiffness and weight values of a non-aero frame

- Electric shifting ready

- Available in completed bike

Head set: 1-1/8” – 1-1/4”
Front/Rear Brake: brake calipers
Frame weight size M: 1130g
BB Type: PF30
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MAMBA is the best bike for getting started in the sport of triathlon.  Just add clip-on aero bars and go to the races. 
Also, take note that the Mamba is one of the best bikes on the market to attack gran fondo’s and sportive events!  
-Reversible Seat Post: Allows a great range of position from classic road to triathlon forward saddle positioning
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Accessories
Storage Solution
When we started the Viper-r project, one of our 
goals was to help athletes manage their 
race nutrition as well as race tools and spare 
parts by incorporating storage solutions
in the design. We also wanted these items to 
improve overall aerodynamic efficiency of the 
bike.

CEEPO Tool box: 
The CEEPO toolbox has been an arduous and ambitious 
project. We wanted a big and convenient box that was at the 
same time, light, small and aerodynamic; on top of that we did 
not want it to add too much weight to the bike ….some pretty 
conflicting goals.  

 Profile Design 
ATTK bento box

Weight : 145g
Volume : 245cm3

Profile Design 
A2 Hydration 

Weight :170g
Volume : 700cm3

Tool box
Weight: 260g
Volume: 485cm3

Co2 Cartouche holder
Holder weight :47g
Adaptor weight : 22g
 

Tri suit + shortTri suit + short

Racing jersey 
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